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7th Attendance of RM Gastro at the Host Trade Fair
This was already the 7th time RM Gastro presented at the Milan international fair Host of products
for hotels, restaurants and catering. This year’s 39th trade fair was a record one and exceeded the
expectations of the organisers in many ways. Therefore, we are pleased that the RM Gastro display
was a success.
During its existence, the Host trade fair has become a well-known international event, during which
Milan transforms into an acclaimed capital of the industry. None of the producers, sellers, or
representatives of the important customers would miss out on it. This year, 1,900 exhibitors and a
record 150,968 visitors from 172 countries around the world participated.
New and well-known products
What did RM Gastro bring? “Our stand took up a generous 172 square metres in the Ristorazione
professionale, Pane, Pizza, Pasta section.” Said Karel Dohnal, Group Product Manager. “On display,
we presented not only all the substantial new products we introduced this year, but also an entire
sample overview of all of our products. We focused on clearly communicating the brands of the
individual product lines, which I believe was achieved.”
Two individual product blocks presented the company’s flagship product range, the RM 700 line. The
first block was devoted to gas appliances. Alongside traditional products, such as the cooker, grill,
boiler and pan, we have also introduced the new 15 litre fryer, lava grill and cooker. The block of
electrical appliances consisted of a cooker, fryer, pasta cooker, grill and new four-zone induction wok
cooker. All of this was complemented by a bridge construction, enabling further installation of
kitchen equipment on both sides.
The REDFOX 600 line also had its own block. A new product, the water grill, was accompanied by the
well-known fryer, pasta cooker, grill, water bath, gas cooker and lava grill. Different types of holding
constructions and a convection oven were also displayed.
The last block was devoted to the REDFOX 900 line. It was the only one without new products,
however, there was a lot of interest in the combination of an electric cooker, pasta cooker, gill,
autoclave boiler, gas cooker, gas pan with automatic re-fill and gas boilers. The whole RM Gastro
display was also accompanied by a selection of desk equipment from the product range snack, and
several pizza ovens.
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